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Abstract— Smart phone users are increasing day to day. Most of 

the smart phone users connect to internet for various purposes 

and still they remain unprotected from malware attacks. One of 

the most commonly used operating system in smart phones is 

Android. A lot of applications available in play store makes 

android popular. The available applications can be easily 

installed from play store. Still it is very difficult to distinguish 

between clean and malicious application. This paper reviews four 

different methods for detecting android malwares. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Nowadays smart phones usage has been increased 

dramatically. Most smart phones are based on android 

operating system. Android operating system is based on 

linux operating system [1]. The android operating system 

was designed primarily for the touch screen mobile phones. 

Each android application need to use system calls to interact 

with linux kernel. System calls invoked can be traced and is 

used to represent the application behaviour. Android 

applications runs on isolated area of the system that does not 

have access to rest for the system resources called sandbox. 

For accessing system resources permissions are required. 

Android developers assign different permission to their 

application according to the needs. Permission required by 

the application to run on the system are granted by the user 

during the installation time itself. Android being open source 

helps users to install third party applications and also 

flashing android system leads to vulnerability in to attacks 

like mobile Trojan, bonnets [2,3,4] etc. “The year of 

malware” has been called on 2013 because android being a 

popular thus it becomes the target for mobile malware [5]. 

The study conducted by Jupiter research in 2013 also found 

that 80% of smart phones remain unprotected from malware 

attacks [6]. The discuss Attack tree based malware detection, 

malware detection based on permission, detection based on 

contrasting permission patterns and detection based on 

network traffic monitoring. 

II. METHODS FOR DETECTING ANDROID 

MALWARE 

The four different methods for android malware detection 

are 

A. Attack Tree Based Detection 

B. Based On Permission  
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A. Based On Contrasting Permission Patterns 

B. Based On Network Traffic Monitoring 

A. Attack Tree Based Detection 

Attack tree based detection is based on both static and 

dynamic analysis [7]. The goal of the attack can be found 

through dynamic analysis. A tree structure represents the 

relation between attacks and their behaviour capabilities. 

For each attack path rules can be generated. A malware tree 

can is defined as T=(V,E) where V is non empty sets of 

AND-OR nodes representations, where root tells the goal of 

attack and leaf nodes tell the possibility of attacks. AND 

node represents different steps in achieving same goal 

whereas OR node represents different ways to achieve the 

goal. Each node is tagged, if ‘P’ the goal is realized else 

marked as ‘I’.     In static analysis phase Androguard is used 

for feature extraction [8], where security related parameters 

like permission, function calls, intent filters are extracted. 

Each tree nodes are marked in bottom up approach until the 

root is marked. Father node gets type value based on 

marking on child nodes. After marking each node are 

analyzed. If root denotes ‘P’ then the application is 

malicious and attack paths are recorded, else if root is ‘I’ the 

application is benign. In this phase there is no false negative 

procedure, only obtain potential attacks of the application. 

After completion of static analysis, dynamic analysis is done 

to attacks are utilized. In dynamic analysis features are 

extracted from logcat when applications execute in a 

TaintDroid [9] based device. The recorded attack paths from 

static analysis are used in behaviour analysis. Every rule is 

tested. During each detection stimulation takes more time 

overhead. Clustering is done for optimizing the same event 

for more than one rules and test parts are logical OR. After 

stimulation is over the rules are send. If all rules are 

mismatched then application is benign otherwise it is 

malicious. 

B. Based On Permission 

    Android malware detection based on permission pattern 

uses Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and Support 

Vector Machine (SVM) for classification of collected data is 

malware or benign [10]. The permission is extracted as 

detection feature. To reduce classifier’s computation time 

PCA is used and SVM is used to maximize learning 

machine’s generalization by use of Vapnik’s structural risk 

minimization principle [11]. SVM was chosen for higher 

classification rate.    The detection framework consists of 

four modules. They are preprocessing module, Feature 

selection, SVM classifier, Feature Dataset. During 

preprocessing phase the system decompiles the software 

sample and feature set is extracted. This is done by 

unzipping the APK file where the global configuration file 

AndroidMainifest.xml contains the user id, permissions 

required, minimum API version etc.  
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From each application permission list retrieved is compared 

with total android permission and stored the value as binary 

number in a sequence with comma separated. In feature 

selection phase PCA is used because of storage space, 

computing power and other aspects are limited in smart 

phones. First the permissions are extracted from APK file 

and original feature matrix is calculated. The covariance 

matrix is calculated from original matrix and it is recorded, 

then eigen values and orthogonal eigen vectors are 

computed. After computation variance contribution is 

calculated and first k eigen value which meet the 

computation variance is selected. Then compute the first k 

principal components and a matrix is formed called the 

feature set, which can be used to train SVM. From feature 

vector future selection module consist of sample label    {1,-

1} where -1 represents benign software and 1 represents 

malware. The classifier is trained and established in a hyper 

plane. The sample space is divided into two parts which 

represents different procedures. Lagrange operator is used to 

maximize the objective function. By using kernel function 

and maximization objective function the application is 

classified as malware or benign. Feature Dataset is used for 

storing and updating features. 

C. Based On Contrasting Permission Patterns 

  Malware detection can be classified as two categories: 

anomaly detection and misuse detection. Anomaly detection 

uses knowledge of normal behaviour to detect malicious of 

an application. Misuse detection uses the knowledge of what 

is malicious under inspection. Both detection techniques 

will have profiles representing its normal or abnormal 

application for detection of malwares. Both anomaly and 

misuse detection may have high false positive rate and high 

negative rate due to limitation of their profiles [12]. A hybrid 

profile is build using contrasting permission patterns. 

Hybrid profile consists of Malware Profile (MP), Clean 

Profile (CP) and Common Profile (CoP) [13]. Enclamald is 

constructed from all contrasting permission patterns of 

training dataset and parameters used for malware detection. 

First the training dataset D is divided into two subsets which 

contain malware and clean applications. Then association 

rules are done to discover contrasting permission patterns 

that will divide into any one of the hybrid profile. The 

output +1 indicated malicious and -1 indicated clean. The 

weight of weak classifiers is based on two metrics. First the 

length of pattern. A pattern has frequent item set consisting 

of one or more items. A pattern with longer length is taken. 

Next the support degree ‘i’ for dataset D is calculated. If 

pattern i is from MP the sup−(i) will be zero. Similarly if 

pattern ‘i’ is from CIP sup+(i) will be zero. If sup+(i) > 

sup−(i) then ‘i’ can be malware, vice versa. Then weak 

classifier ‘i’, denoted as w𝑖 is calculated with different 

scenarios as follows  

i. If i € MP , w𝑖 =|i| x sup+(i) 

ii. If i € CP , w𝑖 =|i| x sup−(i) 

iii. If i € CoP , , w𝑖 =|i| x( sup+(i) - sup−(i)) 

Then the output of weak classifier will be {+1,-1}. After 

assigning weights enclamald computes dism(Y) for a given 

unlabeled instance Y. If dism(Y) is greater than coefficient 

value then it is malware else clean. 

 

D. Based On Network Traffic Monitoring 

Advanced Persistent Threat (APT) purpose is to know 

attacker needs and interference [14]. Malware attacks may 

cause serious damage to smart phone like user privacy, 

stealing user data, download and installing software without 

user permission, malware spreading [15] etc. Network 

traffic based malware detection uses data packets, extract 

the feature data, classification by using SVM classifier 

algorithm and determine the network traffic and also to 

locate application which produced abnormality. Network 

traffic monitoring framework consists of four components: 

Traffic monitoring, Traffic anomaly recognition, Response 

processing and Cloud Storage [16]. In traffic monitoring 

module the network data traffic data is extracted with the 

characteristics of smart phone. Two times the extraction 

from training data, one from google native system which 

gives traffic information extraction and other a malicious 

traffic information extraction. The week extracted traffic 

information is stored in the information database. After 

traffic monitoring, traffic anomaly recognition is done. 

Traffic anomaly recognition consists of abnormal finding 

engines and traffic correlation analysis. Abnormal found 

engine uses C-SVC [17, 18, 19] algorithm for traffic data 

classification and correlation analysis to determine abnormal 

software. The C-SVC and its decision function are 

constructed based on given training set with largest 

classification interval. To achieve the objective function 

with lagrange method dual problem with radial basis kernel 

functions and import KKT condition to get the conclusion. 

Then using primal dual relationship and kernel function 

reaches the decision function. Then support vectors label 

names and kernel parameters are stored for model 

prediction. Next abnormal traffic analysis is done to check 

network traffic is anomaly or not. First the network traffic 

vector is extracted. Each sample is marked with 

classification results and each value is composed of eigen 

value and its class variables. Store model parameter for 

testing and feature vector is extracted from test data. From 

the model parameters obtained then it can be determined 

whether the network traffic is anomaly. 

 Response processing is used for processing 

software which include software policy, database and access 

control. According to security policy of response processing 

the malware can execute automatically and by using access 

control module the malware can be disabled. Cloud storage 

is used for storing training data, abnormal traffic data, 

security strategy for new generated policy and testing data. 

III. DISCUSSION 

The four different methods help to detect malware in 

android OS. They are Attack Tree Based Malware Detection, 

Malware Detection based on Permission Malware Detection 

based on Contrasting Permission Patterns, Malware 

Detection based on Network Traffic Monitoring. Table 1 

shows comparison of four different malware detection 

techniques. Attack tree based malware detection is done on 

both static and dynamic analysis.  
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Android malware tree is constructed consist of finite set of 

AND-OR nodes. Where root node gives the attack goal. 

Each attack path is recorded and updated whenever new 

malware definitions are found. The same attack tree can be 

reused. Permission based detection first by using reverse 

engineering permission required is extracted. Then feature 

set is calculated. Using SVM the detection of malware is 

based on data set and the 

input vector collected during selection phase. New malware can also be detected in this method. 

Table 1: Comparison of the Methods 

Method Detection Features 

Attack Tree Based 

Detection 
Static and dynamic analysis 

Goal of Attack can be found 

Tree can be reused 

Permission Based on SVM 

High detection rate 

Detect new malware without update of 

library 

Contrasting Permission   

Patterns 
Based on metric dism 

Outperforms commonly used classifier 

for detection 

Length interval has significant impact on 

computation cost 

Network Traffic 

Monitoring 

Based on network traffic 

analysis 

Defense against Malicious and APT 

attacks 

Contrasting permission pattern uses hybrid profile where 

permission patterns are classified. Then an aggregate value 

is calculated for all permission. If aggregate value is less 

than clean application then it’s a clean application else it’s a 

malware. Network traffic monitoring based malware 

detection first the network traffic is analyzed. For each 

sample is denoted as -1 or 1. By analyzing model parameters 

we can determine the presence of malware or not. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

   Four methods for detecting malware detection in android 

operating system has been analyzed. They are detection 

using attack tree, detection based on permissions, detection 

based on contrasting permission patterns and detection 

based on network traffic monitoring. In attack tree detection 

technique the goal of the attack can be found. Detection 

based on contrasting permission reduces the classification 

error. In network traffic analysis helps to improve defense 

against malicious attacks. All the detection techniques are 

efficient for detecting malware applications and easy to 

differentiate between malware application and clean 

application. 
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